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Changelog
The following changes were made between version 1.1 and 1.2:
Page 3 (Introduction)
o Rewritten; now comes from a solid problem definition that enables the need for a
job scheduling system in the forensic community
o Included a document overview section at the end
Page 7 (Literature study)
o Validation criteria were extended, better motivated and moved to the beginning of
the methodology for better document overview
Page 17 (Results)
o Added short elaboration concerning the source of result information; user
interviews.
Page 29 (BRMS requirements)
o Restructured and re-classified into vital, high and medium principles.
o Motivation for classification has been clarified more extensively for each principle
o Conclusion was re-written
o Recommendations section was extended
Page 38 (Conclusion)
o Conclusion was re-written according to general problem statement presented in the
introduction.
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1. Introduction
Since the first personal computer was sold, there has been an ever growing demand for technological
advances towards more efficient and capable digital solutions. Access to the World Wide Web and
availability of mobile phones has become the standard for most consumers around the globe. This
has resulted in an exponential increase in computer processing power and storage capacity.
Over the past few decades, digital forensic applications have been able to handle ever growing
volume of data. However, prognoses1 have suggested that ordinary applications used for processing,
analysis and reporting digital information will no longer be able to keep up with larger and more
complex data. As figure 1 demonstrates, the former way of preceding a digital investigation could be
time-consuming.

Figure 1. 2The traditional way of preceding a digital investigation often took considerable time and
effort as all communication paths ran via the technical detective. If the tactical detective or analyst
wanted to be provided with new information, they sent a request to the technical staff.
In the Netherlands alone, calculations have indicated that by 2014, a daily amount of 110 TB
(terabyte) will have to be processed. According to Huebner et al3, law enforcement and investigation
agencies worldwide are eager to have an efficient and future-proof application that can deliver
information on demand without having to index and manipulate data at the moment they are
queried.
In the push towards more efficient ways of analyzing complex digital forensic data, several products
have been launched in the forensic community that may resolve the time-consuming problems. For
instance, Accessdata4 and Zylab5 offer products that provide a distributed indexing framework for the
analysis of large volumes of data.
The digital forensic community, including the Netherlands Forensic Institute (NFI), are in need of a
system that allows the (distributed) indexing of images to build a trace index that gives investigators,
analysts, detectives and technicians secure (on demand) access to case related information using a
graphical user interface (e.g. a browser). Figure 2 displays how new forensic applications, widely
accessible to authorized users could work as a service.
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Figure 2.1 Compared to the traditional way of preceding a digital investigation, this method gives the
analyst and tactical detective the opportunity to directly consult the trace database, without
interference of the technical detective.
A suitable solution to preceding a digital forensic investigation as a service has partially been given by
the NFI with a product called XIRAF. This system is fed with captured forensic data before a
researcher commences with a case. It subsequently extracts all relevant data, converting it into
useful information. After the system has completed the indexing process, using a wide range of tools,
each specialized for a targeted purpose, the researcher is able to query a constructed Oracle
database using a web browser, which will present data on demand without the interference of
intermediaries (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. 6Global functioning of the XIRAF system.
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Due to the recent success of having a digital forensic framework as XIRAF, the NFI has expressed the
need for a successor with even greater capabilities and scalability, namely Hansken. This system is
meant to be implemented nationwide in all police agencies enabling them to upload and query
digital case data. It could provide a solution to time-consuming and lengthy cases that were hard to
analyze using traditional and commercial software that are less capable of handling large and
complex data sets.

Figure 4.7The Hansken system
The workflow involves the acquisition of seized materials (e.g. discs, phones, USB sticks), which are
referred to as SVO (piece of conviction). An exact copy of the SVO is made, which is called the image.
The image is uploaded into the Hansken environment and stored for further processing. The type of
image and the type of investigation determine the set of trace indexing tools and the order in which
the tools are scheduled to process the image and create a trace index. Due to constant changes in
image content, a researcher is required to conduct additional research & development to create the
required trace index. Both the trace index and the image can be queried to collect the evidence
required and create the report that is needed by the requesting party.3
It can be said that the XIRAF and yet-to-be constructed Hansken system provide an efficient and
unique approach towards creating a digital forensic application as a service. The construction of
Hansken will constitute a leap forward for the digital forensic world in addressing problems
encountered in the process of preceding an investigation. However, a distributed system that
enables users to upload cases in the form of images requires scheduling principles, e.g. for
prioritizing images. Solving the need for job scheduling principles can be found in the application of
business rules. The literature provides no evidence that any attempts have been made to couple a
scalable forensic application to business rules.
Job scheduling needs to be automated using a business rule engine. A job scheduler could manage
overall insight into the job processing progress and take action when events occur, such as
prioritizing certain jobs according to business rules. Business rules are dynamic rules independent of
an IT system that can also be modified by non-IT personnel.
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It is still uncertain what (types of) business rules should be defined for a scalable forensic application
and what type of business rule management system (BRMS) is adequate. Job scheduling principles
have to be investigated. This research will try to define the most important business rules for a
forensic job scheduling system as well as define a set of requirements that must be met by the
specifications of the BRMS in order to work towards a suitable forensic indexing framework.
It will include an elaboration on business rules and methodologies to acquire, define, express, model
and manage them. In order to properly capture business rules, extracted from business processes, it
is necessary to use a preferably standardized method suitable to the project. Finally, the research
should provide answers to the following questions:
What are the business rule requirements for a digital forensic application as a service?
o According to the 'as a service' design of a forensic application, NFI user feedback,
input and literature research, several requirements in the form of business rule
statements have been defined.
What business rules should be implemented for a digital forensic application as a service?
o This section will provide an answer to which business rules are essential to a
distributed and scalable forensic job scheduling system. By defining, expressing and
modeling rules, proper guidance is provided regarding functions that need
implementing in a forensically suitable job scheduler.
What requirements principles for the BRMS should be met?
o A variety of several different requirement principles is motivated for the application
of a BRMS for a forensic application as a service, such as Hansken.
Section 2 will consist of a detailed literature study on the application of business rules for a forensic
job scheduling system. Several methodologies will be given concerning the structuring and
management of business rules (section 2.1 -- 2.4). After that a selection of methods will be chosen to
work with (section 2.5) and results produced in the form of business rules (section 3). In addition,
requirements will be specified that will enable the NFI to choose an adequate business rule
management system for a job scheduling system that can be used in Hansken (section 4). In the
evaluation (section 5), the results as well as the methodologies used will be discussed. Finally,
section 6 will provide a conclusion and several recommendations for future work.
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2. Literature study; business rule methodologies
This section will elaborate on several scientific methodologies found in the literature which are
essential to this research. These include business rule definition (2.1), expression (2.2), modeling
(2.3) and management (2.4). Initially, rules can be put into different categories and therefore need
definition standards for proper structuring. Secondly, rules can be expressed in various forms from
natural language to vendor specific implementation standards, which will be explained. Rules can
also be expressed using models that can graphically represent them for better understanding. Finally,
a single business rule management method can encompass the definition, expression and modeling
of business rules. Therefore, several comprehensive business rule management methods are
analyzed that allow the entire process of definition, expression and modeling to be properly guided.
Chapter 2.5 will present a motivation for selecting the most suitable (set of) methods concerning
business rule definition, expression, modeling and management. All methods are judged and
validated on the criteria that can be categorized in general criteria and project specific criteria:
 General criteria: must be a uniform, standardized and preferably widely supported method
o Methodologies have to be reliable and proven to work in this research; proven to
have worked in similar projects
o Should be well-documented and evaluated by the scientific literature
o Understandable for laymen as well as technical skilled readers (e.g. developers as
well as business analysts)
 Project specific criteria: must be suitable for this specific project
o Provide a quick start-up phase due to limited project duration. Focus should mainly
be on the efficient gathering and structuring of business rules
o Should be suitable for working with business rules (e.g. modeling methodologies
should have extensions to work with business rules)
o Provide an evolutionary approach, e.g. step by step method beginning with plain text
rules to finally reach architectural rules definition
o Should be usable without the need for specific software architecture related
information, which is unavailable at the moment of this research

2.1. Business rule definition
In knowledge-based systems, human reasoning and knowledge can be captured and used in a set of
rules. These rules are often defined as declarative languages and stored in a rules database. They are
controlled and processed by a special component, called an interference engine. This engine checks
the conditions of the rules at any given time and determines if one is to be fired or not.
In the literature, multiple definitions for business rules have been used by different methodologists.
Rosca et al define business rules as “statements of goals, policies, or constraints on an enterprise way
of doing business”.8 Herbst describes business rules as “statements about how the business is done,
i.e. about guidelines and restrictions with respect to states and processes in an organization”.9 Some
scientists share a different point of view; Krammer has a more information-system based definition
that states that business rules are characterized as “Projections of external constraints on an
organization’s way of working, and on its supporting information systems ‘functionality’”. 10
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The GUIDE Project method
The GUIDE (an IBM-oriented industry group) model in figure 5 clearly describes the business rule
model, which provides a deeper understanding of business rule concepts.

Figure 5. The business rule model
The basis for business rule statements is the business policy. Rules can be typed as the general
statement for the direction of an enterprise. The business rule statement can be seen as a
declarative statement or structure or constraint which is placed upon a business. GUIDE states
business rule as “a statement that defines or constrains some aspect of the business”.11 It can be
applied to people, processes, corporate behavior and IT systems with as final goal aiding the
organization in achieving its goals.
For example, a business rule might be:
“A car with accumulated mileage greater than 5000 since its
last service must be scheduled for service.”
Business rules express policies within an organization using a formalized vocabulary of 'if-then'
statements. A business rule is therefore converted into a formal rule statement:

If Car.miles-current-period > 5000 then invoke Scheduleservice (Car.id) End if
According to IBM’s GUIDE method, business rules are classified as followed:
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1. Structural assertion
The manner of business operation can be described in terms of the facts that relate terms to
each other. For example, a user can schedule a case for indexing is a business rule. These
facts can be documented in natural language, relationships, attributes or graphical models.
2. Action assertion
In order to constrain enterprise behavior, constraints are defined in order to prevent certain
actions. For example, ‘only level 5 users are allowed to schedule jobs’ or ‘every project must
have a minimum of one project manager’.
3. Derivations
Derivations can express conditions that result in conclusions. Such rules define the validity of
facts and can be used to infer new facts based on known facts. For example, owners of a gold
membership receive a 10% discount. Peter is a gold-member. Therefore he receives a 10
percent discount. 12

Figure 6. The GUIDE template for different types of business rules.
The business rule is created from various components inside a formal business vocabulary. This
vocabulary defines business terms, operators and values that are of importance within a business
application. They are composed of:
1. Business terms, objects that are part of, or affected by business processes. For instance,
customer, producer or administrator.
2. Operators, to compare the properties or characteristics of different business terms. For instance,
arithmetic operators.
3. Values, such as numbers, plain text or other defined business terms.
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The Ross method
Next to the traditional GUIDE method, the Ross method provides a more extensive framework to
define and classify business rules. The method was initially designed by Ronald Ross and proposes
three business rules types: terms, facts and rules. 13 It is based on the method offered by the GUIDE
structure, but includes several additions.
Ross stated that rules can either be atomic or derivative. Every derivative rules consists of two or
more atomic or derivative rules. Due to the fact that it consists of 32 atomic and 58 derivative rule
types, the Ross method is clearly the most detailed rule classification scheme that has been
developed.
According to Ross, the five methods of rule modeling are as follows: 11
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Determining whether a business rule is a condition or an integrity constraint
Establishing the anchor of the rule
Establishing the correspondent (-s) of the rule
Determining the type of the rule
Establishing an association between rule anchor and correspondent (-s). Rule anchor and
correspondent (-s) can also be constants, other rules or yield values of other rules.

2.2. Business rule expressions
In order to accurately express business rules, a uniform approach is needed. Most literature advises
that business rules be formulated in natural language. However, this would prove less functional for
the application of formal methods and tools that use automatic reasoning. Still, it is generally the
most efficient and appropriate representation for business rules that are related to organization
policies. For the simple reason that business rules are initially formulated and analyzed by businessoriented people that generally lack computer science expertise.
Once natural language (intentional) rules are transformed into operational rules, there is a wide
variety of language formats to choose from. Rules may vary between research prototypes (N3),
vendor-specific formats (Drools (DRL), Fair Isaac’s SRL or ILOG’s IRL) and the ones used for the XMLbased exchange of business rules (SRML, PRR and SBVR). Each type of rule language has its own
philosophy and therefore its own field of expertise. For example, rules used for reasoning
applications require a different representation from rules used for productions goals. Another
difference is the domain of use. Rules used in semantic web practices often focus on generating new
rules from a set of already known facts, while rules optimized for business operations and human
behavior often distinguish between permissions, constraints and desires.14
However, rules need to address business concepts as well. These can be clients, providers or any
other typical user. (This is where UML use cases, flow models and possibly (for IS architecture rules)
class diagrams are valuable assets.) By doing so, the relationship between business rules, users and
final implementation become clear.15 In this document, rules are expressed in a unified form, similar
to the Drools Rule Language. Furthermore, unified modeling language (UML) is used to present use
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cases and flow diagrams. The rule language to be used for the job scheduler will likely be vendorspecific, such as DRL or IRL.16
Rule Interchange Format (RIF)
Since it is uncertain what type of BRMS is to be used for rule management, the language to express
rules is therefore still uncertain. In a wide variety of (vendor specific) rule languages, the business
rule community made several efforts to define standard rule languages. Some implementations are:
Rule Interchange Format (RIF), RuleML and SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language). These were
specifically developed in order to become a standard for exchanging rules among disparate systems
and achieving interoperability. However, none of these languages have been implemented in
commercial BRMS products so far.
K-Sites Rules Tool
In recent years, a tool named K-Site Rules has emerged that supports the harvesting, definition and
implementation of business rules. More importantly this tool helps the standardization of business
rules by providing automatic translation among SWRL and languages interpreted by commercial
products. 17 Especially its translation capabilities could prove beneficial, should a uniform language
be preferred above a vendor-specific language.

2.3. Business rule models
Business rules have proven their importance for organizations as they describe how business is done.
They have the ability to make applications flexible and open to change. 18 Business rules originated
from the artificial intelligence community, where they functioned as a way of representing
knowledge. While working with knowledge-based systems, the knowledge and reasoning of human
experts could be captured and stored in a repository of a complex network of rules.19 This repository
was often referred to as an interference engine. The system continuously evaluated rule conditions
and at any point in time decided if a rule was allowed to interfere.
Once the business and IT communities were convinced of its potential, business rules in database
systems started to emerge. From here on, valuable research was conducted to find a way to
represent business rules in data models.20 Dynamic business rules could not be expressed in EntityRelationship-Models (ERM), because they do not allow for explicit representations of events,
conditions and actions.21 Therefore multiple extensions to ERM have been proposed, that would
allow modeling of business rules, such as ELH and SSADM.2223 Business rules have also been
expressed in terms of business concepts and corporate knowledge that are captured in a more
general conceptual modeling architecture, such as BRADES (see section 2.4).
As the popularity of integrating business rules in information architectures grew, more effort was put
into having means to accurately model them.24 The object-oriented community recognizes the fact
that business rules deserve attention, but to date no agreement has been reached on where to put
them in object oriented models.25 Part of the community believes that objects are responsible for
their own behavior and that business rules therefore should be modeled in object and class models
Page 12 of 44
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as class properties. The Unified Modeling Language offers a broad perspective in modeling business
rules, but does not always provide the guidance needed to model rules properly.26 Another method
for defining business rules can be sought in the OCL, which stands for Object Constraint Language,
and is part of the UML standard. Although this language presents detailed methods for setting
constraints on rules, it does not prove that well in system requirements when working with business
people. 27

2.4. Business rule management
BRADES
In comparison to other methodologies, BRADES covers the entire lifecycle of business rules.
Furthermore, it describes a proper way for the acquisition, deployment and evolution of rules.
The acquisition phase describes the organization's objectives, goal-oriented rules and constraints.
The raising of issues in the initial phase helps to uncover solutions to progress towards the next
phase: generating operational business rules. Furthermore, this phase tries to capture the entire
process towards initial rules, starting by defining high level enterprise rules.
The deployment phase accurately separates the deterministic rules from the non-deterministic rules.
By doing so deterministic rules are capable of characterizing situations in which they can be applied
without further need for decision making. The non-deterministic rules require human interaction to
assess whether they are conflicting or ambiguous. The BRADES methodology helps to solve issues
with these types of rules by providing definitional rules that aid in solidifying the terms with values
available at the operation time.
Based on monitored data provided from the deployment phase, one is able to extract relevant
information for the start-up of the next phase: the evolutionary phase. In this phase, the discovery is
often made that some rules are flawed or incomplete and need correction. A decision model is used
to assess what specific part of the rule is flawed, such as rule criteria, arguments, alternatives or
assumptions. Furthermore, changes in the organization's internal or external sources might require
changes in one or more business rules.
In essence, the BRADES methodology is equipped to assist from the very beginning of the rule
discovery approach towards the systematic collection of rules and final implementation. 13
PROTEUS
PROTEUS is yet another methodology that provides a chronological approach to defining, capturing,
expressing and organizing business rules. Its main advantage is that it provides a guide to facilitate
the rule requirement analysis. In its turn, this helps to build a user involved business model that
allows the harvesting of business rules from the products delivered with the business model.
As in most common business approach methodologies, this method defines rules as a (formal)
business expression about a specific theme. According to PROTEUS, rules are typically classified in
business categories (the main function of the rule in business execution), functional categories (its
operation of effect), abstraction categories (defines the strictness of the rule) and finally the system
category (handling of the resulting actions, after a rule is initiated). 15
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Manchester Business Rule Management
One approach that is particularly suitable and interesting to this research is the Manchester Business
Rule Management (MBRM). It comprises numerous techniques for the elicitation, organization and
management of business rules. The approach has its origin in Enterprise Knowledge Development
(EKD), a development framework that is also used in large-scale industrial applications such as
banking, electricity deregulation and e-business.2829
The MBRM approach consists of several key information system development stages, all centered on
a business rules paradigm. An example of the scientific framework is displayed in figure7.

Figure 7. The MBRM framework30
All activities displayed in figure 7 are vital to the correct functioning of the entire framework. First of
all, the elicitation process is concerned with the identification of stakeholders, the domain ontology
and the rules that govern the behavior of the business application. 31
In its turn, the representation handles the way that business rules are specified according to their
typology. Thirdly, the mapping process is concerned with linking business rule specifications to
equivalent software design structures. Finally, the implementation deals with the way that software
designs are realized in software code and database structures.
The MBRM methodological framework constitutes three views for approaching information systems
analysis, which are: 19
The intentional view
o Holds information concerning preparatory activities that aim at initial understanding
of the organization and crystallization of the project scope and objectives.
The operational view
o Incorporates the deployment of enterprise knowledge context, thereby referencing
to business process concepts, such as actors, activities and information objects used
or produced by enterprise activities.
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The information systems view
o This step correlates between the initial analysis of the system and the proposed
design. It transforms the implementation free requirements to the implementation
specific requirements and specifications. A method for this transition could be the
creation of class diagrams on the basis of earlier contextual work.
In each subsequent step of this methodology, business rules are treated differently. Therefore a
distinction can be made between intentional, operational and architecture rules.
Intentional rules are typically seen from a business view, and are often expressed in forms of
natural language. They express principles, practices and specify the way an organization does
business. They relate to current and future goals set for the organization, information about
rule collection and details about their enforcement. In order to classify intentional rules, the
following matters have to be identified:
o
o
o

Identify key users / actors within the application
Specify project goals and boundaries
Determine stakeholder viewpoints
 In order to separate different stakeholder concerns

Operational rules are rules set from a business process perspective. Their function is to
describe the actions that should be taken once a rule is triggered based on the occurrence of
a business event. They are derived from the translation of intentional rules to formal rule
statements, often described by a suitable rule language (see business rule expression
section). It is common for operation rules to make reference to other knowledge concepts,
such as actors, activities, information objects and their attributes.

Figure8.Operational rule analysis steps. 17
The IS architecture rules are business rules set from an implementation perspective that is in
accordance with the system architecture that has been set for implementation. Although
these rules are outside the scope of this project, they are suitable for further developing the
system.
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2.5. Method reflection
A wide variety of methodologies concerning business rule definition, modeling, expression, and
management are given in the literature.
Compared to the GUIDE Project, the Ross method is equipped with a very detailed and defined rule
model. Furthermore, it allows flexible rule classification and even has a unique modeling technique
that can be used to create a visual representation of rule statements. However, the GUIDE Project is
equipped with a very solid structure to explain and define several rule types. The definition of job
scheduling rules does not require an extended classification scheme, but a simple and straightforward methodology that is understandable for all user types. Therefore, after comparison of the
two most-used business rule definition methodologies, the GUIDE project was chosen. Furthermore,
GUIDE has been used quite frequently for business rule definition and is far more standardized and
globally accepted than the Ross method (mainly because the Ross method is quite new).
For business rule modeling, the widely supported UML was chosen to model use cases and process
flow diagrams. The Object Constraint Language (OCL) would prove to be ideal for defining business
rules, due to its extended constraint parameters which were added to the UML standard. However,
in order to use this language for modeling rules a great deal of (developmental) implementation
knowledge would have to be available. Due to the fact that Hansken is in its early (definition) stage,
rule parts that include object-specific knowledge are unavailable. Therefore user-related diagrams
were used to express business rules, because they are more suitable for the early stages of business
rule definition. Concerning rule expression, it is clear that rules should be expressed uniformly, since
no current BRMS system has been elected or chosen yet. Although no architectural rules will be
defined in this project, but merely intentional and operational rules, they should still be expressed in
a widely supported format. Therefore, usage is made of the Rule Interchange Format (RIF) that
allows rules to be converted into vendor specific languages.
Following analysis of business management methodologies, it was seen that PROTEUS, BRADES and
MBRM have much in common. Each method shares three different consecutive rule phases that
allow for rule discovery up to rule implementation. The initial phase is often used for the
crystallization of the project, by allowing the user to gain knowledge of the organization and its
objectives. Furthermore, time is given to identify project stakeholders, domain ontology and finally
define project-specific rules and constraints. After a solid basis for the identification of rules is found
during the initial phase, the secondary phase, often called the operational or functional or
deployment phase, is entered. In this phase, reference is made to business processes, actors,
activities and information objects. Finally, rules are set from an implementation perspective that is in
accordance with the defined system architecture.
The PROTEUS method was considered; however, in order to properly utilize this methodology, an
extensive list of requirements would have to be obtained to allow software architects the design and
development of the rule based system. Although this methodology might be useful in the
construction of a suitable rule-based system, it would need to be provided with a great amount of
details which are currently unavailable and outside the scope of this research.
Even though BRADES and MBRM share many similarities, the MBRM method is most suitable for the
implementation of the Hansken job scheduler because it allows for business rule traceability to
system components. The need for traceability between business rules and system components has
been acknowledged by Kilov & Simmons. 32Business rules are captured and stored in a structured
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form and templates that allow for linking them directly to software components. The necessity for
business rule storage to provide for clarity, consistency and completeness has been proven by
Feurlicht & Blair.33 In turn, each rule is associated with important management information, such as
business process and process owner. This provides for system transparency, which will be elaborated
upon in section 4 (requirement principles).
Furthermore the MBRM method has proven itself in similar in large-scale industrial applications such
as banking, electricity deregulation and e-business. Secondly, it can be used without the need for
architecture-related information that is needed for the implementation of software.
The following table presents all methods chosen for this research, divided over four subcategories:
Element
Business rule definition:
Business rule modeling:
Business rule expression:
Business rule management:

Selected method
IBM Guide Project
Unified Modeling Language (UML)
Rule Interchange Format (RIF)
Manchester Business Rule Management (MBRM)
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3. Results
3.1. MBRM Phase 1: Intentional view
What type of business rules should be implemented for a digital forensic application as a
service?
In accordance with the defined research management method, the initial step is to define business
rule statements, seen from a business perspective, expressed in natural language. This section will
describe the goals set for the Hansken job scheduler, information concerning rules and the processes
involved. Furthermore it will identify the key actors and activities within the application. In the next
section rules will be extracted, based on the information provided in this chapter.
The business rules were defined in consultation with all actors involved: the Hansken developers,
system controllers and front-end users. They describe various features of the scheduling system
including scheduling rules, priority management, tool (priority) management and resource
management. The most important aspects were selected from all stakeholders and actors involved
by conducting interviews.
During these interviews and brainstorm sessions, several ideas as well as issues arose. The following
questions were asked concerning job scheduling in a digital forensic application presented as a
service:
What rules should be applied concerning:
o Distribution of cases, events and processes (workload) using specific system
resources or server nodes
 Indexing and query processing distribution
o Prioritizing and scheduling cases, events and processes
 Job postponing or cancelling
 Processes: Indexing and asynchronous query processing prioritizing
o Event logging
 Monitoring purposes
o Notification parameters
 Alert generation
o Customizing toolsets per case type
 Tool dependencies
o Job validation
The results provided more than answers to the initial questions, as new ideas emerged and were
processed. Often, users indicated similar requirements that the job scheduling system would have to
adhere to. The final results of all interviews were anonymized and generalized to a set of rule
requirements that will be presented in this chapter.
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The following features for the job scheduling system in a digital forensic application as a service were
defined from a business rule perspective by conducting interviews and will require operational rule
expression:
Case priority
Before, during or after indexing digital images, case supervisors
(OM users) must be able to dynamically set case priority for
individual cases as well as for individual tools. The reason for
prioritization could be given by the investigator, after which the
Prosecution Office decides whether the given prioritization is valid.
Next to a valid reason, the trial date, as well as the case type could
be supplied by the investigator. In that way, it is absolutely clear at
what date the case must finish indexing.
Case scheduling
Some cases do not have a higher priority, but still have to be
finished before a certain time. Therefore, the implementation of a scheduler would be beneficial. The
user should be able to set end times for indexing. The system could, according to the data size, data
complexity and tools to be run, provide the user with an indication of the time needed for the
indexing process to be completed.
Quick indexing (scan) option
In cases where time is of the essence, a quick assessment of the digital data could provide timely
information regarding criminal activity. It might only need several tools with a few hits to discover
useful evidence. The amount of tool-hits could also be defined by an authorized user, after which the
user could be notified accordingly.
The quick indexing option could be implemented using a default set of tools, optimized for case
specific goals. For example, if a child pornography case needed a quick scan, the digital media would
only be scanned for image (meta) data or chat logs. If necessary, full option scans can be performed
after quick indexing scan.
Indexing process
Do all police agencies have equal priority rights? It could be advantageous to set business rules
regarding the amount of data that each corps can input: a quota. Perhaps a service level agreement
(SLA) could be made between all parties that suggests the maximum amount of TB per day to be
uploaded. Should a corps exceed the quota, additional measures would have to be taken, such as
additional financing. On the other hand it would provide the NFI with valuable information regarding
the amount of workload and capacity to be installed. Business rules could be set according to this
information, such as the number of indexing hours.
Business rules can also be configured regarding the uptime of the indexing system. It is up to the NFI
to set the systems working hours, which can be a variety of sets. For example, the system should
perform indexing jobs on workdays from 8:00-17:00.
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Within the business rules set, a specification for the case queue should also be set. Regardless of
priority, should minor cases, with small amounts of data be given priority automatically? For
example, should a fraud-case with only 40GB of image data be given priority over a fraud-case with
4TB of data if they have equal priority? Regardless of data complexity, business rules could be set for
such matters.
A-synchronous query processing
When querying the system for data, a distinction can be made between synchronous and
asynchronous queries. The first one is characterized by the fact that once the query is passed to the
database server, the application waits until it receives an answer from the database server.
An asynchronous connection to the same database server means that multiple sets of commands can
be passed and processed at once (multithreading). In this case, there is no need to wait for the query
to return before sending another command to the database server.
Performing asynchronous queries is a task fit for the job scheduler to do. However, handling these
queries can hamper indexing speed if they run at the same time. Therefore it would be preferable if
they ran separately from each other and not simultaneously. In accordance with the business rules
for job indexing, rules should be defined to establish when the scheduler should handle
asynchronous queries.
Resource allocation & load distribution
Cases should automatically and efficiently be distributed over server nodes, according to the type of
servers and resources that are available. Cases that require priority handling also require sufficient
resources for them to finish faster than under normal circumstances. Therefore the system should
automatically allocate resources for priority jobs, in order for them to finish faster. This could be
done by either postponing or cancelling other current jobs. This process could be automated or set
within business rules.
Enable or disable tools & tool dependency
Some tools require more indexing time than others. Therefore it should be possible to disable
specific tools that do not seem necessary for a specific case. However, certain tools have to wait for
the output of other tools because some tools reveal new data for other tools to work with.
Therefore, users should not be able to disable all tools, because some are essential.
The scheduler has to automatically asses tool dependencies and reports these to the user. In order to
do so, the system will have to know which tools are dependent on one another. Perhaps a
dependency tree can be constructed.
Job validation
To provide for a valid chain of custody, all jobs have to maintain integrity and preferably be validated
to do so. The scheduler should be equipped with a function that assesses all events, and report the
suspicious ones.
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Alert generation
Business rules can be written that generate alerts when certain system events occur. The
implementation of rules that describe ‘out of tolerance ‘events is advisable. As the job scheduler
processes these events, it is easy to have it raise a notification as well. A typical business rule that
raises a notification-event could be when systems are operating at 100% while jobs are being
queued.
Event logging
The logging of events must be variable and should therefore be defined as a business rule. The rules
should define which events are to be logged. It would be advisable to determine beforehand which
events are vital to the chain of evidence. Some event logs could be needed for the generation of the
end-report. A typical business rule concerned with event-logging could be to log all events that
include any tool failure (such as the inability to index a certain part of an image).
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Finally, the following process flow model provides an overall perspective on the three key processes that
embed a variety of business rules that are handled in this chapter as business rule statements:
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3.2. MBRM Phase 2: Operational view
What specific business rules should be implemented for a digital forensic application as a
service?
The following operational rules have been defined according to the MBRM method. This chapter will
address the business rule statements discussed in the previous chapter, and translate these business
rule statements, composed of natural language, into formal operational rules. In this document, rules
are expressed in a unified form, similar to the model presented in Figure 3. Finally, UML is used to
present a complete use case.
All rules have been specified for authorized users, which in most cases will be a member of the
Prosecution Office (OM-User). Other authorized users are administrators, operators or controllers. It
would be advisable to have an operator or administrator decide on various case-related parameters,
such as case prioritization. This would prevent bias and tunnel vision amongst investigators.
Moreover, a member of the prosecution office would have insight into the entire system (load), as
well as its selectable options, as opposed to an investigator, giving him a better overview of the
system and enabling him to make better choices regarding case parameters such as case
prioritization.

Name

Assign case priority

Identifier
Description

BR01
Authorized users are granted the ability to assess and decide case priority. It must be
possible to dynamically prioritize the trace indexing of an image, before and during
processing.
Child pornography cases are granted superior priority, if this is consistent with
current policy or applicable to the case itself.
Authorized OM users can prioritize entire cases and individual images
(structural and action assertion)
if (user.Authorized)
{
setCasePriority(image_Id || case_Id);
}

Example
Intentional
rule
Operational
rule
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Name

Set quickscan

Identifier
Description

BR02
Should a user want to perform a quick indexing scan (because time is of the
essence), and not want to configure all tools individually, it might be wise to have a
few tools to rapidly uncover relevant information.
This could enhance indexing speed and still provide important traces in a shorter
period of time, than if all tools were to run.

Example
Intentional
rule
Operational
rule

Authorized OM users can set quickscan parameters (structural and action
assertion)
if (user.Authorized)
{
doQuickscan (KP);
}

Name

Schedule case

Identifier
Description

BR03
Authorized users are granted the ability to schedule an image for indexing at a
certain moment in time. This constraint could be in compliance with equal to the
pre-calculated time needed for indexing. Only an end time would be supplied.
A fraud case with low priority needs to be done within a month
A murder case with high priority needs to be done within 4 hours.
This rule is highly related to a setting case priority.

Example
Related rules
Diagram

Intentional
rule
Operational
rule

Authorized OM users can schedule cases and individual images
(structural and action assertion)
if (user.Authorized && resource.Available && startTime.Set)
{
schedule(image_Id || case_Id);
}
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Name

Assign tool priority

Identifier
Description

BR04
Authorized users are granted the ability to assess and decide to give certain tools
priority. A certain tool could also be given priority should it conflict with another
tool.
Some cases might benefit by assigning a higher tool priority, e.g. due to time
constraints. For instance, a user could have a certain tool handle most data while
other tools are dismissed.
Authorized OM users can assign tool priority (structural and action
assertion)
if (user.Authorized)
{
setToolPriority(case_Id, tool_Id);
}

Example

Intentional
rule
Operational
rule

Name

Set predefined toolsets

Identifier
Description

BR05
This business rule defines what types of default toolsets are in compliance with
certain case types. It could be advisable to have a child-pornography case treated
differently from a fraud case.
Child pornography cases could focus on tools such as image (meta) data, chat&event logs, mail-tool and hash-compare tools. Therefore, these tools might have
greater relevance for these types of cases than for a typical case of fraud.

Example

Diagram

Intentional
rule
Operational
rule

Authorized OM users can set a predefined toolset for specific case types
(structural and action assertion)
if (user.Authorized && case.Id == ‘KP’)
{
run_KP(case.Id);
}
else
{
run_Standard(case.Id);
}
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Name

Set number of hits

Identifier
Description

BR06
Within the quickscan ability or set predefined toolset business rule, it might be
convenient to set a certain amount of hits a tool should have before a notification is
made. The notification can be one of many forms.
If the hash-compare tool has found 1 match with the child porn image
database, send a notification / alert.
Authorized OM users set the number of tool hits before notification
(structural and action assertion)
if (toolHits.equals(value))
{
sendNotification(user.ID);
}

Example
Intentional
rule
Operational
rule

Name

Enable or disable a certain tool

Identifier
Description

BR07
Authorized users should be given the ability to select merely a few tools, and if
needed, disable others.
The case in question only needs to be indexed and scanned for chat logs

Example
Diagram

Intentional
rule
Operational
rule

Authorized OM users can enable or disable tools (structural and action
assertion)
if (user.Authorized)
{
select(tool_Id);
}
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Name

Set indexing hours

Identifier
Description

BR08
When should the system be online for indexing of image-data? When should the
system handle asynchronous query processing? Authorized users should be able to
set and modify system indexing hours for different processes.
The system should perform indexing jobs/query processing from 8:0017:00, only on workdays.
The system should perform indexing jobs/query processing from 8:0017:00, every day.
The system should perform indexing jobs/query processing 24/7.
The system should perform indexing jobs/query processing only at night.
System administrators can set process priorities and uptime
hours(structural and action assertion)
if (user.Authorized)
{
setIndexingHours();
}

Example

Intentional
rule
Operational
rule

Name

Set corps quota

Identifier
Description

BR09
It could be wise to set business rules regarding the amount of data every corps can
input on a daily or weekly basis: a quota.
The Amstel/Amsterdam corps can input a daily amount of case data no
more than or equal to 10 TB for indexing.
System administrators and OM users can set the quota for each police
agency
if (user.Authorized)
{
setAgencyQuota(datasize);
}

Example
Intentional
rule
Operational
rule
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Name

Manage resource allocation

Identifier
Description

BR10
Authorized users must be able to dynamically allocate resources before and during the
indexing process, for the entire case as well as for specific tools. They are granted the
ability to assess and decide to allocate a certain amount of resources to certain jobs
events.
Dispatch tools to certain servers, close to source data
Dispatch a tool to a certain server location, close to source data

Example
Diagram

Intentional
rule

Operationa
l rule

*Remark

Suppose the system’s capacity hits 100% and a high priority job is stacked within the
queue. Should certain events simply be postponed, cancelled, halted or be finished?
A case is given additional CPU power, which will benefit most essential tools

- System administrators can dynamically set parameters regarding resource allocation:
Resource tool-related parameters (CPU - GPU - Memory - Hard disk I/O)
Resource location parameters
- Manual postponing and canceling of jobs at certain resources
if (user.Authorized)
{
allocateResource(job_ID || tool_ID || image_ID || case_ID);
postpone_low_priority_jobs(job_ID || tool_ID || image_ID || case_ID);
}
Allocation of resources can also be automated (according to a priority assessment) but
should be configured according to business rules.

Name

Generate logs

Identifier
Description

BR11
In order to have a valid chain of evidence, job scheduling logs could be
consulted to provide for index processing details.
How should event-logs be generated within the scheduler?
What events should be logged?
System administrators can set log generation parameters
if (user.Authorized)
{
setLoggingParameters(system);
}

Example
Intentional rule
Operational
rule
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Name

Job output validation

Identifier
Description

BR12
Validation of all jobs is essential in order to guarantee the chain of evidence.
Several business rules can be applied to the validation of jobs within the
scheduling system. Even though the method of validation is programmed, its
configuration should not be.
Configuration of validation of job events within the scheduler
System administrators can set job validation parameters
if (user.Authorized)
{
setValidationParameters(system);
}

Example
Intentional rule
Operational
rule

Name

Generate system alert

Identifier
Description

BR13
It could be beneficial to set parameters concerning the generation of alerts.
These could be constructed as rule sets.
When should system alerts be given?
If the system reaches 100% load?
If cases are indexed incompletely?
When part of a trace indexing process is ready, output is made available
immediately, even before other trace indexing processes have been
processing the image, at what level of progress should an alert be
given?
System administrators and OM users can set alert generation
parameters
if (user.Authorized)
{
setAlertParameters();
}

Example

Intentional rule
Operational
rule
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The following use case describes all defined business rules for a forensic application as a service
according to the operational view of MBRM method:
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4. What requirement principles for the BRMS should be met?
Because a BRMS accompanied by business rules can be the solution to having a job scheduling
service, its potential should be assessed by using the forensic guideline principles. In this chapter, the
functioning and application of a BRMS will be explained (section 4.1) and an evaluation will be given
of several requirements based on principles (section 4.2).

4.1. What is a BRMS?
A business rule management system is typically a compilation of software tools that allow for the
creation, management and support of business rules in an organization. The system separates the
business logic from the IT environment. By allowing rule modification to be done in a simple and
accessible manner, business analysts are given back control over IT infrastructures. 34

Figure 9. A BRMS architecture (source: IBM)
Regarding figure 9: On the bottom left, the IT personnel create the framework necessary for the
organization to create and manage rules. Next to the IT staff are the business analysts that use a GUI
in order to create and manage rules. Both the integrated development environment and the rule
management application lead to the rules repository, a database that includes all rules available to
the decision service. The rules repository can be typed as a user-driven system evolution
environment. This service interacts with the business application and data sources. In the Hansken
system, this would respectively be the toolset and image source data. The customers are
represented by tactical detectives.35
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Because the Hansken system is a decision rich environment, it requires a system that can make
numerous rule-based decisions upon rules specified within the rule repository. The job scheduling
system can be defined as a variable environment; therefore it needs a variable-based rule
management system. A BRMS system can easily handle policy changes, expressed as rule changes.
Furthermore, rules can be accessed from any given place and allow for the complete automation of
job events.
In a typical BRMS environment, a business rule would be defined on the business and IT level as
follows:

Figure 10, typical configuration of a business rule in a business management environment on the
business level

Figure 11, typical configuration of a business rule in a business management environment on the
system level 36
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4.2. What are the BRMS requirements for a digital forensic application as
service?
Business rules are derived from the business itself. Therefore BRMS should conform to the
organization's demands for several key components, such as reliability, integrity and stability. The
principles that have to be met for a digital forensic application as a service, and particularly the job
scheduling system, are evaluated in this section and are based on user interviews from the Digital
Technology staff, the Hansken high level document as well as requirements extracted from the needs
and standards set by the digital forensic community (based on literature). These have been combined
and put in perspective to form a unique set of principles for BRMS implementation.
The requirements for the BRMS were based on the evaluation of user feedback, forensic standards
and the Hansken high-level design document. A total of 10 users, from 3 different disciplines, who
will interact with Hansken on different levels were interviewed by means of a questionnaire. By
organizing brainstorming sessions, various requirements were evaluated and ranked according to
importance. For instance, security in a BRMS was found to be more important than flexibility, which
is reflected in the final results.
It is clear that all requirements are essential, but some are more important than others. When
selecting a proper BRMS for a digital forensic application that works as a service, this needs to be
kept in mind. The BRMS selected should reflect the standards and values that the NFI and the
forensic IT community set store by. These values naturally demand high standards regarding system
privacy and security. As all requirement principles were initially lumped together, they needed to be
pulled apart and categorized according to importance, as seen in figure 12.

Figure 12. Requirement principle importance diagram based on the study of all principles in this
chapter
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Privacy & Security (V)
First of all, data that is fed into a forensic system can be identified as information that needs to be
protected. It is not only vital to federal law enforcement and investigation agencies, but also to the
general public (as well as victims and offenders). Policing and security organizations in particular are
prone to the huge impact information leaks can have. Therefore privacy and security are of vital
importance.
Even though the BRMS might not directly handle crucial information regarding cases, event-handling,
business rule modification and communication has to be secured; the chain of evidence has to be
valid at all times. For that reason, the first two requirements (Privacy and Security) were chosen to
be of highest importance. The BRMS has to comply with these values in order not to compromise
system integrity as a whole, because systems are likely to be interconnected.
In order for the system to work with highly sensitive and classified data, it is of the utmost
importance that the system functions within sufficient privacy and security parameters. Furthermore
appropriate measures must be taken to prevent breaking classification legislation, loss of cases, and
protection of individuals and reputation damage. Together with other key components, the BRMS
has to provide the same level of security. No weak links in the system are allowed.
The BRMS should not leave unwanted traces that might include case-related data. Therefore system
event logs should be stored securely and only be available to authorized sources. Furthermore,
business rules should only be accessed, modified and deleted by authorized personnel; proper
authentication is a must. Business rules should also be modified without leaving any traces, e.g. they
should be adapted using a GUI. It would be preferable if the BRMS were connected (or modified to
do so) with the authentication system of other key systems, such as an already existing LDAP.
Finally, guaranteed patching and update procedures are essential. Commercial solutions can
probably provide these features, as well as long-term stability and scalability. However, some opensource alternatives also enable fast patching, such as Drools.
Reliability (V)
Reliability can be typed as the confidence that technology-powered business processes will be
available, perform well, and adapt to changing business conditions. It can be measured as the
probability of failure, frequency of failure or availability. Above all, the BRMS would have to be
reliable, but still provide sufficient data processing power and stability. It should be clear how the
system will respond to power failures and backup procedures. Are events logged? What happens to
the events when failure occurs? It should be clear how the system will respond to all sorts of events
that might upset system reliability. Another concern for reliability is the detection of faulty or
suspicious events. How should events be handled that are considered a compromise to system
reliability? The system should incorporate a clear policy regarding these questions. Some of these
questions are dealt with in the stability section.
The system should also have an unambiguous policy regarding event-logging, because the chain of
evidence must be maintained and transparent at all costs. How long should these events be stored?
Can events be hashed for proper validation? A policy regarding the maintenance and validation of
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these logs should be defined. Because having a proper chain of evidence is crucial to the NFI as well
as the entire forensic community, a reliable system is vital.
Transparency (V)
Due to the fact that the Hansken system works with confidential data, all actions and events handled
within the BRMS should be traceable and visible. To provide for proof of the chain of evidence (e.g.
evidence reports), all system and user actions, including those performed within the BRMS, should
be logged. All tool functions related to processing the image file must be visible and traceable.
Therefore event-logging must be accounted for.
With the business rules separated from the engine core, transparency is automatically increased. The
system becomes fit for easy auditing, monitoring, debugging and analysis (upon failure). In this way,
analysts can ensure that business rules reflect business policy. Transparency is categorized as a vital
key principle because a transparent system can increase system trustworthiness.
Stability (H)
Stability is categorized as a fairly high key principle because the BRMS should be resistant to change
(e.g. inflicted by changing business rules). Secondly, the software should be able to withstand stress,
e.g. a decision service has to process (decide for a) large quantity of events based on a wide set of
stored rules (related to performance).Furthermore, stability is co-related to reliability, which is of
vital importance. Therefore, dependability on the correct functioning of a BRMS should naturally be
of high importance.
Long-term stability is decided by several key factors. It is essential to have an automatic backup
system that schedules backups, which guarantee business rule availability. Furthermore, the ability
to make backups also requires that the BRMS measures have an adequate recovery management. In
the event of a power failure, business rules have to be secured.
Performance (H)
As mentioned in the stability section, BRMS performance can be expressed in the number of logical
decisions (consequences) made for a certain quantity of events based on a set of asserted facts or
axioms. In order to provide for fast decision-making, nearly every BRMS is equipped with the Retealgorithm, a powerful basis for a rule engine, which can substantially increase performance. When
choosing a proper BRMS, Rete features should be assessed.
Most vendors have their BRMS equipped with the Rete algorithm. Furthermore nearly all software
packages (e.g. from IBM, Oracle, Fair Isaac, Red Hat and Pegasystems) allow for upgrading a rule
execution engine in addition to – or to simply replace – the current engine. In that way, if a newer or
more advanced rule engine is developed that uses a more enhanced version of the Rete algorithm,
rule processing can be accelerated to 10 to 1000 times faster, as happened when Rete-NT replaced
Rete-2in 2010. The Rete-NT algorithm is, in most scenarios, at least 500 times faster than the original
Rete and 10 times faster than Rete-2. 37This is a typical example of software scalability that allows for
future-proof performance.
The BRMS should be able to handle ever growing event loads. According to predicted estimations,
the system would have to process a case load of approximately 110 TB a day in 2014, which comes
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down to processing 15 GB a second. This will result in handling 16TB of indexing data a day. The
system would therefore be able to handle considerable loads of job events per second.
In this research, performance is indicated as a high instead of a vital importance principle. In practice
and coexistence, reliability and stability principles have a profound effect on the performance of a
system. For instance, fail-safe systems and checks to increase reliability inevitably affect
performance. Because reliability principles are indicated to be of higher importance, due to
organization and forensic standards, than performance and stability, the latter two are indicated as
high instead of vital importance.
Reliability (V)

Hansken

Stability (H)

Performance (H)

Compatibility (H)
Due to the fact that the Hansken system will mainly be Java-based, it could be helpful to use a Javabased rule engine that follows protocols similar to the Hansken system. In that way, the likelihood of
system compatibility is far greater. Furthermore it would be easier to implement as there would be
no need for translation agents. System developers would benefit from compatibility. The following
BRMSs are compatible with the JSR 94 (Java Rule Engine API):

Oracle Business Rules
IBM ILOG jRules
Drools by Red Hat
OpenRules
Blaze Advisor
Pega Rules Process Commander
Compatibility is rated as a high level principle, because many developers as well as digital forensic
scientists expressed the need for a Hansken compatible system, preferably Java-written or equipped
with a proper API.
Flexibility (M)
Flexibility concerns the system’s ability to adapt to new circumstances in a business. It should be
possible to rapidly and frequently change business rules within the BRMS without disabling the
system. Evolving business conditions and varying policies require certain flexibility. For example,
recent developments, or changes in regulations could directly influence priority themes for cases.
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Therefore it should be possible to dynamically add, remove and alter
business rules. For example, Drools has its own Rules Language Engine
(DRL), which is quite simple to modify using a standard set of rule
terms. Rules are stored as .DRL files. Such files are quite easily modified
using the GUI that comes with the BRMS, largely controlled by means
of a web-based administration console.
Flexibility was rated as a medium principle due to the fact that a
business rule management system owes its very existence to making IT
systems flexible because of the separation of computer code and policy
rules. Therefore one can assume that almost every BRMS is inherently
flexible. Flexibility comes naturally with the implementation of this
system and thus does not need further priority.

Example of DRL
rule “name"
attributes
when
statement
then
statement
end

Complex event processing (CEP)
When selecting an appropriate BRMS it is vital to asses goals concerning the manner in which events
are processed. Most modern BRMS are equipped with artificial intelligence that allows them to
search for patterns of events, enabling complex event processing. These patterns can be correlated,
so that patterns can be manipulated and bound to certain rules. Also, CEP allows for combining data
from various resources and extracting threats or opportunities from them. Complex event handling
allows businesses to add value to decision-making in comparison to ‘normal’ event handling.
Usability (M)
Usability stands for a wide range of principles; in essence it defines the elegance and clarity of the
interaction between human and machine. In order for users to simply and quickly modify business
rules, the system should provide a logical (GUI) interface. Furthermore it should be consistent,
provide proper feedback in the event of false input and most importantly be user-friendly.
However, prior to selecting a BRMS, attention should be given to the kind of user that will handle the
systems business rules. Requirements concerning usability are defined according to their level of
expertise. In the case where a technically skilled operator implements business rules, it might not be
essential that the system has a modern GUI. Because it is quite likely that the rules will be defined by
skilled personnel capable of defining architecture business rules, requirements regarding usability
are of medium priority. However, if unskilled personnel are to change business rules, a more
straightforward and easy to use method for defining business rules should be considered.
Scalability (M)
In the event that the NFI decides to introduce the Hansken system in other countries, proper
scalability is a must. In order to accommodate for future growth, the system should be able to cope
with high customer demands and ever increasing event handling. Clustering, caching, failover, load
balancing, and distributed deployment features might be of great importance and should be carefully
considered. Secondly, in the near future, the system might attract attention of foreign forensic
investigation bureaus. Reselling the system is a likelihood that should be considered.
Scalability was rated as a medium priority requirement because a BRMS is already inherently
scalable. A decision rule repository, which contains rule sets that can be modified from any remote
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pc, often exists as only one instead of a distributed set of servers, which is in fact why the system is
strong in scalability. Only the rule engine is distributed locally, which assesses events and triggers a
certain rule if needed. Every rule engine checks the repository server to determine whether a rule
has changed over a certain time period. In short, BRMS scalability should not be a problem.
Conclusion
All requirement principles have been defined to be of vital, high or medium importance according to
the evaluation of user feedback, forensic standards and the Hansken high-level design document.
Privacy, security, transparency and reliability principles were marked as vital, whereas performance,
stability, compatibility were marked as high priority principles. Medium principles were usability,
flexibility and scalability. Predefined principles are part of the selection criteria for software and
hardware. Because rule handling is no longer performed within the code of the system, but by a
BRMS, certain requirements are needed, which this chapter discussed in depth.
Before selecting a package, a list of specific requirements is needed that are extracted from the
requirement principles in this section. For example, concerning compatibility, a specific requirement
can be that the system should be provided with the JSR 94 API. In the recommendations section, a
number of different examples are given that provide a basis for follow-up research for actually
selecting a BRMS.
Although ultimately all requirements are important to achieve a suitable BRMS, it is up to the NFI to
make a final decision in prioritizing the various principles. This chapter can serve as a guideline to do
so.
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Recommendation for specific requirements based on principles
The next step would be to translate the requirement principles into more concrete features that
allow a single BRMS to be chosen. In figure 13, several BRMS systems have been set against several
feature-based requirements. The diagram has not been filled in, because it is outside the scope of
this project. However, it could provide a suitable framework for ultimately choosing a BRMS.

BRMS requirements (specific)
OpenRules

Oracle Business Rules

Blaze Advisor

Jess programming

ILOG JRules

Hammurapi Rules

Drools

Pega Rules Commander

JSR 94 API(compatibility)
Mean time between failure (reliability)

2h

Rete 1/2 OO or NT (performance)

NT

Backup / restore procedures (stability)
License type (ASL / LGPL)
Commercial support (duration)

ASL
5y

Elaborate documentation (usability)
Rule Editor GUI (usability)
Active R&D (patching)
Pattern recognition (CEP) (flexibility)
Event logging options (transparency)
Event monitoring options (transparency)

Figure 13, an example of a requirement table that could be used as a basis for follow-up research.
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5. Evaluation of results
This section will assess the results of the present research, which are the collected business
statements, as well as the intentional and operational rules extracted from them. The results were
validated according to the following criteria:
The results should provide an answer to how business rules are defined, modeled, expressed
and managed in order to achieve a suitable set of business rules for the Hansken job
scheduler.
o How does one guarantee that the business rules that have been defined are
suitable?
The results should provide an answer to what requirements are needed for selecting a
suitable BRMS for Hansken.
o How does one guarantee that defined requirements are suitable?
This means that an answer must be provided as to whether the results are beneficial or not.
Rule validation
Before this research project started, it was unclear which job scheduling processes would have to be
configured and according to which rules. However, the provision of a set of primary business rule
statements constituted the first step towards acquiring a set of business rules. The business rules
were broken down into intentional and operational rules. The first rule set was defined according to
user input from developers, front-end users and administrators. This input was subsequently
compared and only viable rules were extracted from this data, as well as from the Hansken high-level
design document. It was crucial that the wishes of individuals were carefully assessed, as they might
not represent or be consistent the objectives of the organization. Moreover, features that did not yet
exist had to be assessed for technical feasibility.
When designing and implementing new systems, it is vital that rules taken from previous systems are
validated, which means they have to be checked and adapted accordingly if necessary. Furthermore
it is essential to assess whether new rules can in fact be implemented into the system. For example,
XIRAF allows 5 cases to be indexed simultaneously, so should Hansken be provided with the same
rule, or should it be changed to a different value? Simply copying rules can produce a system that is
unable to function properly. However, if the defined rules prove to be inadequate during the
implementation phase, they can easily be modified. Changing rules at different stages is also
common practice, due to changing policies and trial-and-error.
In order to prove or disapprove a business rule, it should be implemented in a test environment. The
only way to properly validate a rule is to have it work with actual case data and to analyze its
behavior on the basis of the events that emerge. It is recommended that a system for testing
business rules be designed.
Requirement validation
In essence, the requirements defined should represent the goals of the NFI regarding Hansken,
although they can also be applied in similar applications in the digital forensic community.
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The requirements will likely change when the project reaches the implementation phase, due to
changing user policies and demands. The current requirements were validated according to the
organization's standard for several other forensic applications that are currently being used.
However, since Hansken is a fairly new concept, requirements are experimental and cannot be
validated according to predefined organizational standards. Nor can it be sufficiently guaranteed that
the current requirements will reflect the final BRMS requirements. The main goal is to inspire and
empower users to further brainstorm on the importance of all the aspects defined and translate
them into specific requirements. For example, in the field of performance, the system should be
equipped with the latest Rete-NT algorithm for quick and efficient event handling.

6. Overall conclusion and recommendations
Hansken will be the system selected to precede a digital investigation as a service. It will give digital
forensics a new impetus by putting innovative and ground-breaking new ideas into practice,
something previous solutions were unable to do. However, several essential steps need to be taken if
ideas are to be properly translated into technology. One of the most vital subsystems of a digital
forensic application as a service is the job scheduling system. This research took the most important
ideas regarding a job scheduler system and converted them into a well defined and structured
perspective, not only for the NFI but also for the forensic community as a whole.
The need for capturing, defining, modeling, expressing and overall management of business rules
was essential to take the initial steps towards implementing a business rules management system for
a job scheduler. As a result, a literature study was conducted that assessed a wide variety of methods
in relation to the needs mentioned. Finally all methods were evaluated and a selection of suitable
methodologies was chosen to work with. Based on a number of criteria, four methods were chosen
for each part of the project.
The project required a management methodology with a clear set of stages regarding rule definition
and capturing, which was provided by the MBRM method. Although BRADES and PROTEUS
approaches could have provided a suitable basis for the project, MBRM was chosen for its clear
separation of rule definition into three stages and the possibility of constructing rule sets in a
chronological and homogeneous perspective. It provided an ideal basis for the project by allowing
business rules to be defined in natural language, derived from business rule statements. As a followup, the method included the possibility to translate intentional rules into operational rules, which in
turn allows the creation of architecture (implementation) rules.
All defined rules demonstrate the strength of MBRM, which enables expressing, structuring and
organizing the business rule statements of many completely different types (e.g. integrity
constraints, derivations, workflow rules) in a clear manner. The natural language expressions are
easy to understand for all levels of users. The operational rules were defined in a Rule Interchange
Format (RIF) that allowed for a uniform and standardized approach towards implementation. By not
expressing rules in a vendor-specific format, a broad range of rule management systems can be
chosen from. The same applies to modeling rules in a uniform format; therefore Unified Modeling
Language (UML) was used to generate use cases and a flow diagram.
In the first stage of the MBRM method, business rule statements were defined that included actor
roles and activities. On the basis of these statements, individual business rules were extracted in the
second, operational stage. Furthermore, a process flow diagram and use case were constructed. The
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final stage that links business rules to exact system implementation specifications was outside the
scope of this research. This step establishes a correlation between the initial analysis of the system
and the proposed design. It transforms the implementation of free requirements to the
implementation of specific requirements and specifications. A method for this transition could be the
creation of class diagrams on the basis of earlier contextual work.
This research demonstrates the need for a forensic application that functions as a distributed and
widely accessible service, capable of handling large and complex data sets in the form of images, as
well as incorporating a job scheduler. Moreover, it provides the forensic community with a clear
overview of many suitable business rules, including their motivation for implementation.
Furthermore, several key requirements for an appropriate business rules management system were
evaluated. As this document only serves as a guideline, in the end, it is up to the NFI to decide which
factors are the most important for the introduction of a BRMS for the Hansken system and which
business rules are to be implemented.
The next step will be assessing suitable business rules management systems and applying business
rules to a rule language that is interpretable for a wide range of BRMSs. The implementation of
business rules is an ongoing process; as the rules fluctuate, new rules are bound to manifest
themselves.
This research has proven that it is possible to produce a uniform and standardized approach to
defining, expressing, modeling and managing business rules by utilizing a unique collection of well
known methodologies. As opposed to the usage of formats that are bound to vendor-specifications
and systems, this research demonstrates that it is possible to use a selection of suitable methods
according to predefined criteria. In turn this provides system users with the freedom they need to
adjust the direction of a project in a later phase if necessary.
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